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Laser beam



Past Future

Laser-matter interaction

Ultra strong  &

Ultra short fields



Unique tools

Highly charged ions sources,

Accelarators, storage rings,

Intense laser 

Precision detection techniques

i.e. photons, electrons, ions

Study atomic physics @ extreme fields

Problem: Characterize the intensity of ultra intense fields



How can relativistic, strong laser fields be measured ?

Direct measurement
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Indirect measurement with hydrogen-like ions



Why are hydrogen-like ions useful for the measurement of 

ultra strong laser fields?

Intense laser field

Pair creation

Hydrogen

Tool: Study relativistic laser-ion 

interaction in the OTBI regime: 

H-like Uranium



Relativistic classical eq. of motion

Relativistic phase-space averaging method 

with

1. Prepare initial microcanonical ensemble with energy E

2. Integration of eq. of motion in a laser field

a) Randomly choose 

b) Arbitrary rotation in space: 3 Euler angles 

Atom ionized

Atom bound
with

Laser-Ion Interaction



Laser: one-cycle rectangular pulse with wavelength

Most sensitive measurement of

ultra strong laser intensities

at the points of sharp ascent

Determination of the maximal laser field strength



Determination of the unknown laser 

intensity from the maximal slope of 

the ionization curve
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Influence of characteristic parameters -laser frequency-

(FLASH Laser)

Method applicable also in the

uv and xuv frequency range

Atomic number modifies the 

ascent of the ionization curve

rectangular one-cycle pulse



Influence of characteristic parameters -pulse length-

Increase of the interaction time, shifts the ionization curve to smaller intensities,

independently of the laser wavelength.

xuv wavelength



Influence of characteristic parameters -pulse shape-



Influence of characteristic parameters -pulse shape-

Pulse amplitude fix Pulse energy fix

Zn29+

Pulse amplitude gives comparable ionization rates



Conclusions

 Characterize ultra strong laser fields

 Feasible in the uv and xuv frequency range

 Change of basic laser parameters (pulse length, shape)

give similar results 

Laser beam



Outlook

Intrinsic possibility to measure ultra strong & short laser pulses @PHELIX

PHELIX 



Dirac vs PSAM


